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Introducing the State-of-the-Art Sous Vide Cooker
Using the game-changing techniques of sous vide cooking — precise
temperature control and reduced oxygen packaging — the cutting-edge
ThermalRite by Everidge Sous Vide Cooker* with connectivity that includes
Bluetooth and WiFi models, provides a compact, convenient solution for
preparing a wide variety of menu items. The Bluetooth unit enables remote
access to easily monitor or adjust the temperature from your iPhone® or
Android®. The WiFi unit and its tabletop design and durable stainless steel
construction helps maximize space in crowded kitchens while connecting to
the local network for easy monitoring and menu development.
•
•
•
•
•

Preserve the flavor, texture and natural properties of food while cooking
Maintain consistent results with minimal loss of product weight and
moisture
Reduce food waste thanks to precise portion control
Prepare dishes in advance to meet peak customer demands
Save time, labor and money with minimal training to get started

•

Reduce energy while also meeting temperatures from 32.18° F to 203° F

WHY SOUS VIDE COOKING?

TSV50 WI-FI

Chefs count on sous vide cooking to maintain a precise temperature, making
it easy to prepare foods exactly to order. Even tougher cuts of meat can be
cooked sous vide style for several hours for tender, juicy results.
Another benefit of sous vide cooking is the exceptional flavor achieved from
sealing in natural juices and marinades during the process. Plus, there’s total
control of product quality and integrity — making it ideal for any busy, highvolume commercial kitchen.					
* ETL Pending
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Everidge is the exclusive U.S.
supplier of all-in-one sous vide
cooking bags. Our sous vide cooking
bags make it easy to transfer food
directly from freezer to the cooker.

